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  1.     Introduction 

 Varying elastic strain is a powerful method for realizing new 
and enhanced properties of materials. This approach is par-
ticularly effective in the transition metal oxides (TMOs), where 
small changes in the transition metal-oxygen bond lengths and 
bond angles can transform electronic structure [ 1 ]  and proper-
ties, [ 2–5 ]  due to changes in transition metal-oxygen hybridiza-
tion. In thin fi lms of TMOs, epitaxial strain values between 
-2.4% (compressive) to 1.1% (tensile) have been successfully 
used to control a wide range of properties, including ferroelec-
tricity, [ 6 ]  magnetism, [ 7 ]  and multiferroicity. [ 8 ]  However, there 
are limitations to this approach. Firstly, this technique only 
allows for direct control of in-plane strain, while bonds in the 
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out-of-plane direction change according to 
the Poisson effect. Moreover, strain values 
of more than ≈2–3% are not possible to 
sustain in epitaxial fi lms that are thicker 
than a few layers, as they rapidly relax 
back to their bulk structure via misfi t dis-
locations. Attaining larger bond strains in 
this class of materials would likely uncover 
new and enhanced properties. Indeed, 
large local bond strain arising at surfaces [ 9 ]  
or at the interface between two materials 
has been documented in the literature, [ 10 ]  
and has been related to intriguing inter-
facial states. [ 11 ]  However, the community 
has yet to devise a strategy to impose large 
(>5%) bond strains throughout a single 
phase TMO material. 

 Here, we demonstrate a new paradigm 
for creating bond strains via polar distor-
tions that arise due to electrostatic forces 

throughout a thin fi lm of a model layered perovskite, LaS-
rNiO 4  (LSNO), a paramagnetic metal. Similar to how “epitaxial 
strain” or “chemical strain” [ 12 ]  are used to indicate elastic bond 
strain resulting from an imposed “epitaxial stress” or “chem-
ical stress”, respectively, here we defi ne the term “electrostatic 
bond strain” to denote changes in bond length (strain) that 
result from introducing additional dipolar electrostatic fi elds 
via polar cation ordering (the term “electrostatic strain” has 
also been used in the context of biological molecules). [ 13 ]  This 
method allows us to strain the Ni-O ap  bond (along the c-axis) 
by an amount far in excess of what can be accomplished via 
applying epitaxial strain in the  a–b  plane and relying on the 
Poisson ratio. Our approach is not limited by the thickness of 
the fi lm. 
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 Using ozone-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 
we create polar analogs of LaSrNiO 4 , where the cations are 
arranged in fully ordered (001) layers in a manner that breaks 
inversion symmetry. Specifi cally, the crystal is constructed from 
positively charged [LaO] (1+) , neutral [SrO] (0) , and negatively 
charged [NiO 2 ] (1-)  planes, yielding Ni cations of nominal 3+ oxi-
dation state in every formula unit (f.u.). Varying the sequence 
of the charged layers can be used to tailor local electrostatic 
forces within a single f.u., providing a powerful pathway to 
direct distortions of the Ni-O bonds, moving the Ni off center 
within the NiO 6  octahedral cage. This enables control over the 
Ni electronic state at fi xed LaSrNiO 4  composition, via changes 
in Ni-O hybridization. We determine the positions of all atoms 
in the fi lms with sub-Å resolution by measuring X-ray crystal 
truncation rods and using a phase retrieval technique known 
as COBRA (COherent Bragg Rod Analysis). [ 14 ]  We fi nd that the 
NiO 6  octahedra distort to produce Ni-apical oxygen (Ni-O ap ) 
bond length changes as large as 15% in the polar LaSrNiO 4  var-
iant compared to those in centrosymmetric solid-solution struc-
tures. We then measure the response of the electronic structure 
to these distortions via X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at 
the Ni  K -edge. Finally, we disentangle the effects of Ni-O bond 
distortions on the electronic state via ab initio band structure 
calculations. Our study reveals that control over dipolar interac-
tions by means of chemical ordering provides a route to control 
 M –O bonds and thereby to direct orbital fi lling, which is essen-
tial for stabilizing novel electronic and magnetic states in these 
layered materials with correlated electrons.  

  2.     Results and Discussion 

 We synthesized epitaxial two-dimensional (2D) Ruddlesden-
Popper (RP) (single layer) fi lms of LaSrNiO 4  by oxide-MBE on 
isostructural (001)-oriented LaSrAlO 4  (LSAO) single crystal sub-
strates. Within a single f.u. of LaSrNiO 4 , we permuted the LaO 
and SrO layers to obtain several chemically equivalent struc-
tures with different electrostatic confi gurations. In the present 
work, we focus on the following layering sequences for  n  unit 
cells (u.c.), each consisting of two formula units ( Figure    1  ):

    i.  Alloy: [(La 0.5 Sr 0.5 )O/NiO 2 /(La 0.5 Sr 0.5 )O]×2 n , 

   ii.  LNS/LNS: [{LaO/NiO 2 /SrO}/{LaO/NiO 2 /SrO}]× n , and 

   iii.  SNL/SNL: [{SrO/NiO 2 /LaO}/{SrO/NiO 2 /LaO}]× n     .

 We note that structural variants ii) “LNS/LNS” and 
iii) “SNL/SNL” are related by a mirror symmetry element and 
are obtained by reversing the layer-by-layer growth sequence. 
Both variants lack inversion symmetry, yielding polar (along 
 c -axis) structures, while the alloy is centrosymmetric. [ 15 ]  The 
thickness of fi lms chosen here was dictated by the limitations 
of COBRA analysis, which works best for fi lms that are less 
than ≈6–8 nm thick. Thicker fi lms (up to 30 f.u.) grown in the 
same manner had comparable surface crystallinity and smooth-
ness during growth, as measured with RHEED (refl ection high 
energy diffraction), and bulk structure, as measured by x-ray 
refl ectivity and diffraction. [ 16 ]  

 In order to impose electrostatic bond strain on the Ni–O 
bonds throughout the LaSrNiO 4  fi lm, we need to realize dipolar 
electrostatic fi elds within every formula unit, without altering 
the composition. There are two aspects of the  AA’M O 4  RP 
perovskite structure that enable us to realize this. Firstly, each 
formula unit is composed of three layers ( A O- M O 2 - A’ O) along 
the [001] direction that allows for asymmetric tuning of the  M  
environment within a given f.u. by choosing different  A  and  A’  
atoms, as discussed in the previous paragraph. This is not fea-
sible in the  AM O 3  perovskites, which are composed of only two 
layers ( A O- M O 2 ) along [001]. Secondly, the Ni–O ap  bonds are 
not as constrained in the  AA’M O 4  structure since the MO 6  octa-
hedra are not connected to each other along [001]. This allows 
the Ni–O ap  bond to undergo large distortions in response to 
electrostatic forces. However, realizing cation-ordered RP struc-
tures [ 17,18 ]  is challenging due to intermixing between the  A O 
and  A’ O layers that are immediately adjacent to each other in 
a rocksalt block, as in  A O- A’ O -M O 2 - A O -A’ O- M O 2 . Small dif-
ferences in  A -site cation valence (e.g.,  A  2+ ,  A ’ 3+ ) and ionic size 
favor intermixing as a means to minimize electrostatic and 
steric forces. [ 19 ]  We note that  A -site cation ordering is easier 
to achieve in  AM O 3 / A’M O 3  superlattices of 3D perovskite 
oxides, [ 20–27 ]  where the layer sequence is  A O- M O 2 - A’ O- M O 2 , 
and  A / A ’ intermixing requires exchange through an MO 2  bar-
rier layer. [ 28 ]  Nevertheless, we are able to realize cation ordering 
in the RP LaSrNiO 4  structure (see Figure S1, Supporting 
Information, for evidence of cation ordering within a rocksalt 
block) by digitally interleaving layers of LaO, SrO and NiO 2  
during growth (see Experimental Section). Solid solution LSNO 
fi lms, where the La and Sr cations are completely mixed, are 
obtained by co-depositing La and Sr in (La 0.5 Sr 0.5 )O layers fol-
lowed by the NiO 2  layers (Alloy variant). Tricolor superlattices 
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 Figure 1.    Digital A-site layering sequences for La (Green) and Sr (Blue) within one LaSrNiO 4  unit cell. Left to right: Alloy, LNS/LNS, SNL/SNL. Note 
charged (+) and neutral (0) A-site layers from [LaO] (1+)  and [SrO] (0) , respectively.
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comprising integer unit cells of three different components 
have been used to create structures with broken inversion sym-
metry in other materials. [ 24–26 ]  However, in our work we show 
that as long as a crystal has a unit cell defi ned by interleaved 
metal-oxide layers and cations of different valence, it may be 
possible to realize a polar analog of the material by rearranging 
the cations within a single unit cell, without altering the overall 
chemical composition. 

 To determine the cation order and the Ni-O bond lengths 
and bond angles in our samples, we measure specular and 
off-specular crystal truncation rods (CTRs) by surface X-ray dif-
fraction (see the Experimental Section). We combine this with 
COBRA, [ 14 ]  an X-ray direct method that applies an iterative pro-
cess of alternatively satisfying constraints in real and reciprocal 
space to reconstruct the diffraction phases from measured dif-
fraction intensities (see Supporting Information for more about 
COBRA data analysis). This enables us to determine the full 
atomic structure within each f.u. of the ultrathin fi lms grown 
on LSAO substrates, [ 10 ]  including all cation and oxygen posi-
tions. [ 29 ]  This is carried out for all LSNO cation layering vari-
ants, revealing local structural information that is otherwise 
inaccessible via standard X-ray analysis. 

 The COBRA-determined 2D electron density (ED) maps [i.e., 
(100) and (200) atomic planes] for the three layering sequences 
reveal the atomic arrangement inside the fi lms ( Figure    2  a–c, 
upper panels). Since the La and Sr at the  A -site have different 
integrated electron densities (i.e., 57 and 35, respectively), [ 30 ]  the 
relative electron density (brightness) in the  A -site positions is 
indicative of the degree of cation ordering/mixing. We fi nd evi-
dence of the mixed  vs . ordered La/Sr  A -site occupations in the 
Alloy versus LNS/LNS and SNL/SNL fi lms in the ED profi les. 
We quantify the degree of ordering by examining the integrated 
electron number of  A -site cations obtained from the ED profi le 
as a function of position (Figure  2 a–c, lower panels), and com-
paring it to the nominal growth sequence. The Alloy fi lm shows 
a mixed  A -site occupation, with ≈50% Sr/50% La per site. In 
contrast, the cation-ordered LNS/LNS fi lm exhibits alternating 
La and Sr  A- site occupation. [This effect is reproduced in a 
second LNS/LNS sample, from a different growth (Figure S3, 
Supporting Information).] From the contrast, we estimate 96 
(± 3.9)% cation ordering in this variant (see Supporting Infor-
mation for error bar estimation), that is, the “La” sites have only 
a small fraction of Sr intermixed and vice versa. Upon reversing 
the growth sequence to SNL/SNL, we measure a reversed 
alternating occupation on the  A -site by Sr and La, as expected, 
but with reduced ED variation. We estimate that the degree of 
cation ordering in this sample is lower, with the Sr sites being 
occupied by 75 (± 3.9)% Sr/25 (±3.5)% La, and vice-versa. While 
we do not have a clear explanation for the intermixing in the 
SNL/SNL sample, we note that in alloy samples of the single 
layer cuprate La 1.56 Sr 0.44 CuO 4,  the La 1-x Sr x O layer directly above 
the CuO 2  layer (in the growth direction) has been shown to be 
more Sr-rich compared to the one below. [ 31 ]  Thus, SrO may 
have a preferred position with respect to the NiO 2  plane. A 
detailed study of cation intermixing in different cation ordered 
variants of LaSrNiO 4  is currently underway. [ 16 ]  We also observe 
a signifi cant reduction of the integrated electron number near 
the surface of the fi lm, regardless of cation ordering, as is often 
the case in surface X-ray diffraction measurements. [ 29 ]  This is 
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 Figure 2.    COBRA-determined electron density of Alloy, LNS/LNS and 
SNL/SNL fi lms thru fi lm thicknesses. Upper panels in (a–c): 2D ED profi les 
along (100) and (200) atomic planes. Cold colors represent low ED, while 
warmer colors represent higher ED. The projected shapes of the NiO 6 /
(AlO 6 ) octahedra are highlighted by the schematic drawings. Note that due 
to the layered perovskite structure, the Ni octahedra are visible in only every 
other nickelate layer for a given (h00) plane. Lower panels in (a–c): The 
integrated electron number of A-site cations obtained from ED profi le as a 
function of  Z  height. The alternating La/Sr occupations on the A-site across 
the fi lm illustrate directly the LNS/LNS and SNL/SNL cation ordering. The 
nominal A-site cation distributions for each variant are marked with orange 
(substrate side) and green bars (fi lm side), respectively. The grey and red 
bars signify the positions of alumina and nickelate layers, respectively. The 
red bars indicate the position of the Ni cations within the fi lm.
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understood to be a result of incomplete surface layer occupa-
tion (see also Supporting Information). [ 32 ]   

 We now investigate how the NiO 6  environment responds to 
the charged  A O plane sequence in the LSNO variants. We fi nd 
that both the Ni–O ap  and Ni–O eq  (Ni-equatorial oxygen) bonds 
react strongly to the  A O layering in the polar LSNO variants. 
 Figure    3  a–c depicts the Ni-O ap  bond length evolution as a func-
tion of  Z  height within the fi lm for the three sample types. For 
the LNS/LNS sample in Figure  3 b, the two inequivalent apical 
oxygens in the LaO and in the SrO layers behave differently 
with increasing fi lm thickness. The Ni-O ap  bond to the O in the 
SrO layer contracts, while the Ni–O ap  bond to the O in the LaO 
layer elongates. The effect is, on average, larger near the fi lm/
surface interface than near the fi lm/substrate interface. [Inves-
tigations of a different LNS/LNS sample show a similar trend 
(Figure S3, Supporting Information).] In order to minimize 
anomalous sources of error (such as surface or substrate-fi lm 
interface effects), we measured the reversed SNL/SNL sample, 
and also an Alloy sample where the polar cation order is absent. 
Figure  3 c shows that the charge layer sequence reversal (SNL/
SNL) results in a reversal of the Ni–O ap  bond distortions as 
well, demonstrating that the observed dependence on cation 
ordering is not a substrate or surface effect. For the Alloy fi lm 
where the  A -site cations are fully mixed (Figure  3 a), the distor-
tions observed in the Ni–O ap  bond lengths in the polar variants 
are strongly suppressed or absent. Thus, the Ni–O ap  distor-
tions are correlated with polar ordering of the  A -site cations 
within the RP f.u. We speculate that the reason for the Ni–O 
distortions being larger near the surface and smaller near the 

substrate for both polar variants may be due to a ‘clamping’ 
effect of the substrate.  

 The effect of cation ordering on the Ni–O eq  positions (“rum-
pling”) is also visible, where the Ni is displaced away from the 
Ni-O equatorial plane. Figure  3 d–f demonstrates the rumpling 
(quantifi ed by the Z-height difference between the Ni and the 
O eq  plane) as a function of Z height inside each lattice u.c. for 
the three layering variants. ‘Positive’ rumpling indicates that 
the Ni displaces toward the surface more than the O eq  plane 
does. The Al-O eq  rumpling is also shown for the top four u.c. 
of each LaSrAlO 4  substrate for comparison. The overall trend is 
that LNS/LNS ordering creates ‘negative’ rumpling for some of 
the layers near the surface (by as much as 0.30 Å), while SNL/
SNL ordering creates slightly “positive” rumpling in the same 
layers. The Alloy sample shows no clear trend in rumpling. 

 We have measured the magnetization of our samples with a 
SQUID magnetometer. These data did not show any evidence 
for long-range ferromagnetic order, though this does not rule 
out other forms of magnetic ordering. Our resistivity measure-
ments show that the random alloy samples are metallic down to 
low temperatures. On the other hand, while the polar analogs 
have comparable resistivity at 300 K, they are weakly insulating 
at lower temperatures, with the resistivity increasing monotoni-
cally upon cooling. A detailed study of these properties is cur-
rently underway. 

 In order to understand the response of the LSNO structure 
to polar cation ordering, we carry out density functional calcu-
lations within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 
on the Alloy and LNS/LNS samples. We relax the full atomic 
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 Figure 3.    The evolution of the apical oxygen to  M -site cation distance with the  A -site cation distribution inside each lattice unit cell was shown for 
a) Alloy, b) LNS/LNS, and c) SNL/SNL. The vertical dotted line represents the nominal interface between substrate and the fi lm. The Al-O ap  bond 
lengths are also shown for the top four unit cells of each LaSrAlO 4  substrate for comparison. The horizontal dashed line represents the bulk value of 
the apical oxygen to  M -site cation distance. The straight lines in (b,c) are guides for the eye only. The evolution of  M -cation in-plane atomic rumpling 
with the  A -site cation distribution inside each lattice u.c. for d) Alloy, e) LNS/LNS, and f) SNL/SNL.
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structure beginning with local atomic confi gurations gener-
ated from several symmetry-related crystal structures [ 15 ]  under 
the constraints of the experimental lattice constants [Table S2, 
Supporting Information]. Consistent with the COBRA analysis, 
we fi nd the introduction of [LaO] (1+)  and neutral [SrO] (0)  layers 
in the cation ordered LNS/LNS variant leads to distortions of 
the NiO 6  octahedral coordination, which reduce the polar  I 4 mm  
symmetry (obtained solely from the La/Sr cation order in the 
RP structure) to  P 4 mm  with two crystallographically distinct Ni 
sites. Although we do not capture the long-range modulation 
in bonds lengths owing to the periodic boundary conditions of 
our simulations, we do fi nd alternating long and short Ni–O ap  
bonds along the  c -axis, and rumpling [≈ <0.16 Å>, Supporting 
Information Table S2] of the Ni–O eq  plane—structural features 
both absent in the Alloy (Figure  2 , 3 ). These lattice distortions 
lead to acentric NiO 6  units, which we quantify by calculating 
molecular dipole moments in units of Debye (D) based on a 
point-charge model yielding 8.6 D, and 6.4 D, compared to 
1.4 D for the polar ammonia molecule. [ 33 ]  

 In the polar variants, the asymmetric Ni-O bond environ-
ment should lead to additional O 2 p – Ni 3 d  hybridization path-
ways not available to the Alloy confi guration. A change in bond 
length causes a change in this hybridization and the effective 

electron count on the Ni. The change in the number of elec-
trons localized to the Ni-site is referred to as “self-doping”. [ 34 ]  
We probe the hybridized Ni states using polarized XAS near the 
Ni K-edge. [ 35 ]  The X-rays are polarized along the  c -axis ( c -pol) 
and in the  a – b  plane ( ab -pol) of the LaSrNiO 4  fi lms.  Figure    4  a 
shows the comparison between the Alloy and LNS/LNS vari-
ants, each 16 u.c. thick. The main absorption edge is due to a 
nominal Ni 1 s -4 p  dipole transition, where the fi nal state is 4 p  σ  
3 d  8   L   for the  ab -pol (referred to as 4 p  σ ). The   L   symbol refers to 
a ligand hole on the coordinating oxygen atoms that arises as a 
result of strong hybridization with the Ni states, with electron 
transfer to the Ni 3 d  manifold. At lower energies, a weak pre-
edge transition is also measured, as observed in other TMOs 
with octahedral coordinations, [ 36 ]  and found to be stronger in 
 ab -pol compared to  c -pol XAS in all samples [Figure S4] con-
sistent with the literature. [ 37 ]  The central fi nding is that the  ab -
pol pre-edge feature is larger for the polar LNS/LNS sample 
compared to the random alloy, indicative of Ni oxidation and 
self-doping. Indeed, this is similar to trends observed in bulk 
La  2-x  Sr  x  NiO 4 , where the larger  ab -pol XAS pre-edge feature 
grows with hole doping ( x ) by more than a factor of 3 between 
 x  = 0 and  x  = 1, while for  c -pol XAS the pre-edge feature 
remains relatively small. [ 35,37 ]  In our samples, a similar effect 
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 Figure 4.    Electronic structure and electron-lattice effects in LaSrNiO 4 . a) Experimental  ab -pol X-ray absorption spectra near the Ni  K -edge for Alloy 
(black, circle) and globally polar LNS/LNS variant (red, triangles) for fi lms of identical thickness (16 u.c.). b) The total  ab -pol absorption spectra (spin 
up + spin down) for the ground state LNS/LNS (blue, square) from DFT averaged over two Ni-sites. The main features (pre-edge and edges) in the 
 ab -pol are labeled. The weak pre-edge feature in expanded view showing enhanced absorption for the c) experimental and d) DFT. The strong core-hole 
effect lowers the energy of the pre-edge feature in DFT. e) Summary table of the Ni–O bond distortions and its impact on the Ni chemistry. f) DFT 
calculated responses of three types of Ni-O bond distortions on the integrated intensity under the dipole pre-edge feature: symmetric Ni–O (ap)  bond 
stretching (black, fi lled circles), asymmetric Ni–O (ap)  bond shortening (red, fi lled triangles), and Ni–O (eq)  rumpling (green, fi lled squares). Λ represents 
the Ni–O (ap)  bond lengths (Λ 1  and Λ 2  being the long and short apical bonds respectively, in the center panel) and  δ  represents the rumpling distortions 
in the Ni–O (eq)  plane. Our quantifi cation scheme (% distortions) for Ni–O (ap)  bonds uses the long Ni–O (ap)  bond length (2.189Å) as the reference. On 
the other hand, rumpling distortions ( δ  > 0) are quantifi ed in terms of the deviation of the equatorial O–Ni–O bond angle from 180°. The maximum 
extent of each of the three distortions that we have simulated is labeled in the fi gure. We note that a 7% distortion in the O–Ni–O bond angle cor-
responds to a distortion of 0.20 Å in Figure  3  d–f.
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is achieved without chemical substitution. We note that there is 
no measureable change in the pre-edge features for  c -pol data 
[Figure S4, Supporting Information].  

 To isolate the structural distortions that produce the 
enhanced pre-edge peak in the XAS spectra, we calculated the 
Ni K-edge dipolar and quadrupolar components of the XAS 
spectra with a core-hole on the absorbing Ni-site for the LNS/
LNS cation ordered variant (see Experimental Section). Our 
calculations capture the weak pre-edge feature with a more 
pronounced intensity for the  ab -pol direction (Figure  4 b) rela-
tive to the  c -pol direction [Figure S5], as is observed in all 
measurements. Note that the quadrupolar contribution to the 
pre-peak is an order of magnitude smaller than the dipolar 
term (Figure S5, Supporting Information), and the intrasite 
mixing between Ni 3 d x2-y2   and 4 p x,y   orbitals in the LNS/LNS 
structure are symmetry-forbidden (see Experimental Section). 
Therefore, the pre-peak feature in the  ab -pol spectra predomi-
nantly arises from the dipolar term (Ni 1 s  to hybridized 3 d -2 p  
state transition) and provides a signature for the hole doping 
effect. 

 We now discuss a computational experiment to identify the 
distortions responsible for the enhancement of the  ab -pol pre-
edge peak intensity of LNS/LNS variant relative to the Alloy by 
focusing on the pre-edge feature in the dipolar term of the  ab -
pol spectra. Since the ground state LNS/LNS structure exhibits 
two distinct distortions, asymmetrical Ni–O ap  bonds and rum-
pled Ni-O eq  planes, we isolate each contribution to the pre-edge 
peak by independently “freezing-in” each distortion pattern 
into the high symmetry  I 4 mm  phase with varying magnitude. 
Figure  4 e depicts and summarizes the role of each distortion 
on the Ni state. The computed dipolar  ab –pol spectra are dis-
cussed next. 

 First, we consider how symmetric bond stretching changes 
to the Ni-O ap  lengths alter the  ab –pol feature by uniformly 
decreasing the length (Λ) in the absence of Ni-O eq  rumpling 
( δ  = 0). Although these distortions are directed at the O ap  atoms, 
they affect the crystal fi eld splitting and modify the occupan-
cies of both the in-plane ( d x2-y2  ) and out-of-plane ( d z2  ) frontier 
orbitals. [ 38 ]  In our simulations, we probe the response of in-
plane 3 d- orbitals to the O ap  distortions. Figure  4 f (left) shows 
that uniform stretching of the bond length from 2.138–2.189 
Å leads to a decrease in the integrated area, thus a decrease 
in holes on Ni. Next, we apply an asymmetric bond compres-
sion to the Ni–O ap  bond lengths (Figure  4 f, center), starting 
from the last symmetrical apical bond confi guration where 
the average long Ni–O ap  bond matches that found in the calcu-
lated ground state and is close to that obtained from the experi-
mental COBRA analysis. The asymmetric Ni-O ap  geometry 
(2.189 vs 1.954 Å) leads to a further enhancement in the pre-
edge intensity (increase in Ni hole density) owing to the pres-
ence of a shorter Ni-O ap  bond. We now keep the apical bond 
geometry fi xed at these lengths and introduce with increasing 
amplitude the Ni–O eq  rumpling. We fi nd that as rumpling 
distortions increase [Figure  4 f, right], the integrated intensity 
under the pre-edge peak rapidly decreases, indicating a reduc-
tion in Ni valence and an increase in oxygen ligand hole den-
sity [Figure  4 f ]. We summarize these results as follows: when 
the two Ni–O ap  bonds are long and symmetric, the oxygen 
ligand hole density is high. Shortening of these bonds leads 

to a transfer of holes to Ni (self-doping), which is further pro-
moted by asymmetric Ni–O ap  bonds. In contrast, rumpling of 
the Ni-O eq  bonds, drives holes back to the oxygen site. 

 With this understanding, we attribute the enhanced  ab  -pol 
pre-edge feature in the LNS/LNS structure (compared to the 
Alloy) to the asymmetric Ni–O ap  bond environment, which is 
a direct result of the polar cation ordering. The shorter Ni–
O ap  bond in the LNS/LNS variant compared to the longer 
(and symmetric) bonds in the Alloy allows the coordinating 
oxygen atoms to pull more electrons from the Ni cation. 
These distortions compete with and dominate over the effects 
of rumpling distortions in the LNS/LNS structure, which 
should reduce the observed pre-edge peak intensity. Thus, the 
Ni cations in LNS/LNS are more oxidized, with more holes, 
compared to the Alloy variant, despite possessing the same 
stoichiometry.  

  3.     Conclusions 

 By manipulating the placement of the  A -site dopant cations, we 
demonstrate a new structural design strategy that imposes large 
electrostatic bond strains in a single, chemically equivalent 
oxide material. In the presence of polar cation layering within 
the RP perovskite LaSrNiO 4 , the oxygen atoms respond in a 
manner that remarkably alters both their physical and chem-
ical bonding with Ni. This produces a change in the valence 
of the transition metal—without any change to the chemical 
doping—making it possible to access new regions of phase 
space in well-studied materials. This method can be extended 
to achieve greater bond strains in a broad spectrum of layered 
oxides containing cations of different valences. Even for  A:A’  
compositions beyond 1:1, one can alter the local electrostatics 
of the  M –O bonding through precise  A -site cation placement in 
order to create local  M –O bond strain. 

Electrostatic bond strain within layered oxides may be used 
to tailor a host of important properties. These include higher 
superconducting  T  c ’s in the cuprates by elongating the Cu–O ap  
bonds, [ 5 ]  where an increase in bond length of ≈10% could lead 
to a  T  c  enhancement of >40% in some materials. [ 39 ]  In oxygen 
evolution reactions, superior catalytic activity was observed by 
modifying  e g   orbital occupancies [ 40,41 ]  and ligand hole densi-
ties. [ 42 ]  Our approach may allow us to tailor these properties at 
the surfaces of transition metal oxides without explicit chemical 
doping. In the area of spintronics, the Rashba effect [ 43 ]  is used 
to couple the electron spin and momentum via spin-orbit cou-
pling. The effect, however, is typically limited to surfaces and 
interfaces where the effects of broken inversion symmetry are 
highest. We could use our approach to introduce asymmetric 
spin-orbit coupling by breaking inversion symmetry throughout 
the bulk of both normal [ 44 ]  and ferromagnetic [ 45 ]  conductors by 
creating ferroelectric-like polar distortions in metallic oxides. [ 46 ]  
This could lead to novel forms of spin-orbit torque and to the 
effi cient generation and detection of pure spin currents. We 
may also be able to design faster ionic conductors in oxides 
by infl uencing interstitial site geometry via electrostatic bond 
strain. [ 47 ]  Thus, employing electrostatics to engineer large local 
strains provides a fresh approach to control the properties of a 
wide range of oxide materials.  
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  4.     Experimental Section 
  Film Growth, Surface Structure, and Crystallinity : Epitaxial Ruddlesden-

Popper (single layer) fi lms of LaSrNiO 4  (LSNO) synthesized by 
oxide-MBE on isostructural (001)-oriented LaSrAlO 4  (LSAO) single 
crystal substrates ( a  =  b  = 3.756 Å,  c  = 12.636 Å) in pure ozone at a 
temperature of 550°C. Bulk LSNO has lattice parameters of  a  =  b  = 
3.826 Å,  c  = 12.45 Å, and the epitaxial LSNO fi lms exhibit a biaxial 
in-plane compressive strain of -1.8%. Films were grown to thicknesses 
of 5 u.c. (6.3 nm), 16 u.c. (20 nm), and 32 u.c. (40 nm). Further 
details of the fi lm growth and structure, including  in-situ  refl ective high 
energy electron diffraction, and ex situ atomic force microscopy, X-ray 
refl ectivity, and X-ray diffraction can be found elsewhere. [ 16 ]  Both in situ 
and ex situ structural probes, such as refl ection high-energy electron 
diffraction, atomic force microscopy, X-ray refl ectivity, and X-ray 
diffraction indicate that the fi lms exhibit the K 2 NiF 4  crystal structure 
and are atomically smooth with terraced surfaces, both during and after 
growth. [ 16 ]  

  Synchrotron Surface Diffraction Measurements and COherant Bragg 
Rod Analysis : The structural investigations were performed on a series 
of 5 full u.c. thick fi lms for each LSNO structural variant at beamline 
12-ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The measurements were 
conducted on a six-circle Huber goniometer, using an X-ray energy of 
16.5 KeV (λ = 0.751419 Å). The X-ray beam with a profi le of 100 µm 
(vertical) × 500 µm (horizontal) had a fl ux of 2 × 10 12  photons/sec. 
The angle of incidence is fi xed at 1.2° to keep the X-ray footprint during 
non-specular scans. The 2D scattering images of various CTRs at each 
step in the reciprocal lattice unit were acquired by using a pixel array 
area detector (Dectris PILATUS 100 K). We measured the diffraction 
intensities along both specular and non-specular substrate-defi ned CTRs. 
The L-scan along each CTR was obtained by removing the background 
scattering contributions using the 2D images. The combined COBRA/
Difference-Map algorithm was utilized to ensure rapid convergence. The 
reconstructed total structure factors were then Fourier transformed to 
obtain the 3D ED of the fi lm and substrate with sub-Å resolution. [As 
seen in Figure S2, the fi nal calculated and measured intensities along 
the CTRs are in good agreement.] 

  Density Functional Theory (DFT) : DFT calculations were performed 
within the GGA [ 48 ]  PBEsol [ 49 ]  plus Hubbard- U  [ 50 ]  method as implemented 
in the plane wave code Quantum ESPRESSO using a 60 Ry planewave 
cut-off. [ 51 ]  An effective Hubbard term of 3 eV was used to treat 
the correlated Ni-3 d  electrons, and ferromagnetic spin order was 
imposed. The core and valence electrons were treated with ultrasoft 
pseudopotentials. [ 52 ]  The Brillouin-zone integrations were performed 
with a Methfessel-Paxton smearing [ 53 ]  of 8 meV over an 8 × 8 × 5 
Monkhorst-Pack [ 54 ]   k -point mesh centered at Γ. In our self-consistent 
calculations, atomic positions were relaxed until the Hellmann-
Feynman forces were <2 meV/Å and the total energy converged to 
10 −8  eV. Spin polarized Ni K-edge XAS calculations were performed 
with and without core-hole corrections [Figure S5] using a 2 2 1× ×  
supercell on the LNS/LNS ground state structure by means of the 
XSpectra package [ 55 ]  that employs the GIPAW reconstruction [ 56 ]  of 
the all-electron wavefunction. We used a 4 × 4 × 2  k -mesh sampling, 
1 eV linewidth, and Lanczos calculations converged to a tolerance of 
0.1 meV. Two sets of coordinates of the incident X-ray polarization vector 
were chosen:  ab -pol and  c -pol to replicate the experimental setup. The 
necessary symmetry-allowed condition for an electric dipole transition 
in the  ab -pol direction of a 1 s  electron to a  d  orbital of Ni 3+  cation is 
the existence of a common irreducible representation to which both 
the  d x2-y2   and  p x,y   orbitals would belong. If a point group satisfi es this 
condition, then the electric dipole transition of a 1 s  electron occurs to 
a  p - d  hybridized orbitals, accompanied by a quadrupolar transition to 
 d  orbitals (i.e., enhancement in the pre-peak feature). [ 57 ]  However, our 
symmetry analysis using character tables appropriate for each structural 
variant reveals that in both Alloy and LNS/LNS sample, the intrasite 
mixing between  p x,y   and  d x2-y2   orbitals are symmetry-forbidden. As a 
result, the pre-peak feature in the  ab -pol spectra arises predominantly 
from the hybridization between Ni 3 d  and O 2 p  states. 

  Polarized X-Ray Absorption Near-Edge Spectroscopy : Measurements 
were carried out at Beamline 4-ID-D of the APS. Grazing incidence 
geometry was used whereby the angle between the focused X-ray beam 
and the sample surface was 0.6° in order to increase the interacting 
sample volume (absorption length >> sample thickness). The sample 
was rotated around the incident X-ray beam so that the electric fi eld 
of the X-rays was either in the plane of the sample ( ab -pol) or (nearly) 
perpendicular to it ( c -pol). XAS was measured in fl uorescence geometry 
by detecting the changes in Ni K α  emission with a four-element Si drift 
diode detector as the incident energy is scanned across the Ni K-edge. 
A total of six samples were measured, using X-rays polarized along the 
 c- axis ( c -pol) and in the  a–b  plane ( ab -pol) of LaSrNiO 4 .  
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 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
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